EXPLORATION OF
EXISTING IDEAS
EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION OF EXISTING IDEAS:
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Through presenting a whole range of existing design ideas, I will conduct a precise evaluation and observation of the
products which will aid my MDP in the designing aspects. In regards to techniques, design styles, aesthetics and many
more components applied to these products, it can be a potentiality for MDP inspiration. It is through evaluation, I will be
able to gather specific strengths and weaknesses the design ideas present and hence a correct execution of my MDP
without the occurrence of a flaw and weakness that the target market will dislike.
An important part of the MDP is the mechanics side of it, ensuring a smoothly working and ergonomical product will
be one of the largest challenges. Through investigating existing design ideas and already used mechanical concepts,
I will be able to research and utilise existing ideas to be implemented into my MDP. Although the ideas are not directly
correlated to my MDP, they include design styles and aesthetics that my MDP will take inspiration from to ensure success
within its execution and target market.

RETRAACTABLE DOG LEA
RETR
LEASH (LIGHTWEIGHT
(LIGHTWEIGHT)

This dog leash design can inspire my design due to its
highly functional mechanics of successfully and smoothly
retracting and extending lengths of desired dog leads. Its
lightweight and durable design can further be
implemented into my MDP, however, could be
adapted to a more compact and smaller design that
caters to the users needs. In regards to my MDP,
this existing design can be a significant help in
catering to the mechanics of the MDP as well as
its shape which offers an ergonomical handle,
maximising comfortability for the user.

15 M GARDEN H
HOOSE (LIGHTWEIGH
( LIGHTWEIGHTT)

This existing solution of a garden hose further proves the
extent of a lightweight and retractable line. I can gain
inspiration from this existing product as a means of
mechanics for my MDP. The hose reel utilises different
joining components to prevent water leakage. Thus, I
will adapt this concept into a much smaller and
compact design that can be placed into a small
device. Its handle to manually draw the line back in
could also be used as choosing to go manual for
my MDP will require a handle to bring the oxygen
cannula back into the device.

ONGOING EVALUATION:
In this part of my MDP, I conducted the exploration of existing ideas, specifically, the analysis of specific elements of
design in a solution. On this page, the most crucial elements I learnt was the functionality and ergonomical shape of the
dog leash which I will take forward to similarly use in the production process of my MDP.

EXPLORATION OF
EXISTING IDEAS
EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION OF EXISTING IDEAS: CONTINUED
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UE ROLL 2 (LIGHTWEIGHT AND DURABLE)

The UE roll 2 prides themselves off a product that offers high
durability, compact sizing with best execution of sound. This
existing solution offers a heavy duty strap to allow the
speaker to be used in extreme environment, for example,
attaching the speaker to yourself while sky diving. I can
utilise this design to cater to my MDP by implementing
a similar silicone texture, circular shape, simple curves
and lines. Further, the fabrics used can serve as
inspiration for my MDP as it requires a soft yet
durable material for maximum customer
comfortability and effect.
WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY (LIGHTWEIGHT)

Wearable technology is a very upcoming and important aspect
of my MDP. Analysing this bag has provided more depth in
regards to fulfilling set criteria involving ergonomical
elements. The option of developing an attachability to
clothing or implementing my MDP into clothing has been
an option to consider. I am able to take inspiration from
the shape of the bag which adds elements of simplicity
but also high functionality. I can use this as inspiration
by allowing my device to be easily accessible in
clothing or easily attachable to belts, walkers and
more.

WALKING STICK (ERGONOMICAL & FUNCTIONAL)

The walking stick, although different in design, can offer an
adaptability of ergonomical elements as well as shapes and
safety for the user. The handle of the walking stick can be
adapted to a smaller and more sturdier handle rather than a
soft fabric for the user to ensure a strong grip while holding
the device. Further, the strap can offer inspiration for my
MDP as it can be adapted to a clip which can clip to
clothing to ensure the device does not drop and pose
safety concerns for the user. My MDP can take
inspiration from this product through maximising
safety elements.

ONGOING EVALUATION:
On this page of exisitng solutions, I have conducted research into medical equipment like the walking stick as well as
wearable technologies. More specifically, the bag, I have been able to identify that shoulder carrying provides highly
supportive and stable control for the user. I will take this forward by implementing a mode of wearable technology for
my MDP. Another element is the use of ergonomical handles, like the walking stick, the can be taken further in ideation.

EXPLORATION OF
EXISTING IDEAS
EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION OF EXISTING IDEAS: CONTINUED
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WALT DISNEY CONCERT HALL (MODERN/CLINICAL)
The architecture of this modern building uses similar shapes, curvatures
and flow of lines that I am interested in pursuing f or my MDP. The
architecture of the Walt Disney Concert Hall follows similar design
trends that my MDP will cater for. Wither reference to assisted living
environemnts, this aesthetic does take on a clinical look. H ence,
these elements of ergonomical designs are highly involved in the
modernism industry and by designing off this trend, I will ensure
a highly functional and ergonomical product. Through the
implementation of modern shapes, lines and flow of pattern.
The inspiration gathered for my MDP will be highly beneficial
and heighten sucess.

GAME-BOY (MINIMALISM)

As a product used by the younger generation, it has been
designed to be a simplistic and easy to use interface. I am
inspired through the shapes, as it can help me implement an
interface for my desired target market that isn’t too complex.
In regards to Arthritis and ‘Fine Motor Skills’,using protruded
buttons and simple shapes can be implemented into my
MDP by p roviding user-control to r etracting and
extending the tubing. Hence, its simple interface and
colour can allow me to design a more compact device
while still offering all the capabilties and gestures for a
fully functional device.

WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY (ERGONOMICAL)

The intuitive apple watch encompasses the industry of wearable
technology. This product embraces an ergonomical design,
integrating a combination of geometric and modern lines and
shapes. The adaptive straps are able to be detached and
come in multiple designs for the comfortability of the user. I
am able to gather inspiration from this through its
minimalistic and clinical design, providing support for the
conditions of my target market. For my MDP, I will
consider the anthroprometrics of the handle/straps,
ergonomical elements, minimalistic interface and
clinical set up .

ONGOING EVALUATION:
On this final page of exploring existing solutions that match specific elements of design relevant to my MDP, I have
been able to identify that is is crucial to implement a user-friendly interface for my customer’s. Due to my elderly market
being older and having lower cognitive abilities, their need for a more minimalistic and ergonomical interface is crucial
for my MDP. Hence, I will take this forward by making sure there is only one or two functioning button controls.

EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
EXPLORATION OF EXISTING IDEAS: INTRODUCTION
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Through analysing specific design trends and identifying products already existing on the market this will direct my
reserach to considering different design movement and trends. I can come to understand how specific elements are
applied to the products to enhance aesthetics, functionality and draw in consumer interest. I will be able to effectively
use shape, line, colour, texture and materials to ensure a product that is executed to the greatest degree of success.
In order to maximise design inspiration, trend analysis and exploration into existing ideas, I utilised Pinterest to gather
images and libraries of product designs to aid the production and research for my MDP. Pinterest is a photo sharing
website which has showed to be an extensive tool in my MDP research. It offers an easy useability in developing groups
for different designs and elements of design. For example, a folder for designs related to lines, shape, colour, pattern and
more. Pinterest has allowed me to further develop visually helpful research to distinguish features of designs that I am
interested in, hence can be implemented into part of my design.

ANALYSIS OF BOARDS: SUMMARY
The generation of multiple boards, holding a variety of elements that cater to my MDP is essential in the success of
my product and the research throughout my MDP. The number of boards and certainly not limited to 8, identify the
main elements of design, including line, shape, colour, ergonomics, textures, anthropometrics, direction/pattern and
size. By implementing these elements of designs this will influence my design ideas by balancing the aesthetics of
safety and functionality while still upholding a product that the user will find comfortable and easy to use as I account
for the ergonomical and anthropometric side of the designing. Further, to show an evidence of creativity, I have utilised
Pinterest as a service hub for sketching ideas and designs, the designs on Pinterest will allow me to draw to a more
detailed degree and showcase my MDP a lot better. Overall, in order to maximise my inspiration, I require a vast library
of pictures and visual representations that correlate to my MDP and fulfilling the criteria of line, depth, material, design
trends, shapes and any other unique element that my MDP will cater towards. By analysing existing products and their
flaws, my MDP can account for this and I will be able to prevent these faults from occurring during the design stages.
Thus, this will direct my MDP by ensuring proportionate and well designed ideas by implementing elements of design.

ONGOING EVALUATION:
In this part of my MDP, the initial stages of evidence of creativity involved the secondary research on online resources
like pinterest into ongoing deisgn trends and designs that will cater to my colour, size, ergonomics etc. of my product.
Thus, I have learnt that anthropometric data is a relevant criteria for my product as it provides me with dimensions for
my target markets body proportions. I will take this forward by conducting ideation from this research.
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EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
EXPLORATION OF ANTHROPROMETRIC/ERGONOMIC DATA: INTRODUCTION

Anthropmetrics refers to the measurement of the human individual. It is used to assess the size, shape and composition of the
human body. Common methods used to gather these measurements are the BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, and in regards to this project,
the grip-force, size of hand and size of grasp. Utilising anthropometric data for my MDP is crucial to ensuring that I cater towards the
majority of the target market.

ANALYSIS														
GRIP SIZE:
Grip strength is related to your ability to firmly grip an object. As a result, hand
size is a physiological factor of grip strength. Someone with large hands and
long fingers will generally have greater grip strength than someone with
smaller hands or shorter fingers. The diametre of a grip usually is designed for
“all participants”, with a range of 30.7 mm to 38.3 mm size. However, 35.6-to44.5mm for males and 25.7-to- 32.2mm for females would be the sizes if we
were to look more closely. (https://www.justtennis.net/grips.htm)
Grip force is a major factor in making a device as weight contributes
significantly, it will determine how much force is required to lift the speaker and
carry it. A males grip force usually averages around about a 15 kg pressure.
While the women typically use 8.5 kg of force. This data was taken with 6065 year old people, I have used this data as it links to my target market.

HAND DIMENSIONS:
The average 65 year old male hand size from index to wrist is 188.98
mm, whereas comparing to the average female hand size it is 171.96
mm. This is an almost 20 mm difference, by considering this we can
either compromise to meet in the middle, or build a device for a more
specific demographic which reduces target market variation.
Further, in a study, they explored a decline in fine motor skills, by looking
at two groups of people, one with people 20-36 years old, and the
other with people 67-87 years old. After comparing the two groups, the
researchers concluded that perceptual motor skills decline as a person
ages.
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EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
DETAILED DESIGN TREND ANALYSIS: CONTEMPORARY

An analysis into contemporary style of designing is defined by simplicity, subtle sophistication, deliberate use of texture,
and clean lines. Interior designing tends to use empty space as an element. By focusing on color, space, and shape,
contemporary designs are sleek and fresh. I have analysed the design trends of contemporary, as it will provide a foundation of inspiration for my MDP through use of its aesthetic features and limited complexity for my target market. A mix
of geometric shapes and lines will give inspiration into the shape of my product.

DESIGN TREND ANALYSIS: CLOSE-UP LOOK
In these images gathered, a range of elements have been implemented in ensuring a contemporary design and
successful aesthetic. A prominance of curvature within their shapes and lines is evident, this can be implemented into
my MDP through ensuring no sharp corners and a seemless design. Further, the practicality through material choices
is important within the contemporary design trend. The utilisation of rubber, ceramics and straw provide a textured yet
smooth and comfortable design. Hence, by implementing textured elements of design and materials, it can provide a
more stimulatory aspect for my target market.
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EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
DETAILED DESIGN TREND ANALYSIS: MODERNISM

Investigation into the design trend of modernism will provide insight into the style, curvatures, lines and colours that I will
implement into my MDP. Hence, my analysis of the design trend of modernism, it will serve as an aesthetic component
within my design trend as well as a safety component. This is because modernism focuses on simplistic curvatures that
coincides with my targeted market. Due to needing low complexity in product use, modernism can influence my MDP
significantly and help execute a successful product.

DESIGN TREND ANALYSIS: CLOSE-UP LOOK
This selection of images encompasses the redesign of everyday objects to heighten the users satisfaction without
inefficient use or the uncomfortability of using these products. The ergonomical design of these products evidently use
asymetrical shapes and curvatures in their lines. This inspires my MDP by using obscure shapes and lines to satisfy the
user and become coherent in its use. Further, its use of direction as an element of design is helpful in understanding my
target markets need for balance and formality in their living environment.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
- Small and simply insulin
connector device that allows
for insulin to be injected into the
patient nad maintain glucose
level.

- Lightweight chemotherapy
bag that can store essential
components of treatment for
the patient.
- Belt-like attachment that is
simple, easy to use and offers a
secure mode of connection for
the patient.
CHEMOTHERAPY PORTABLE PACK

- Although it is expensive, it
is a highly effective and safe
strategy for the user suffering
with diabetes
PORTABLE INSLUIN PUMP

SKETCHES: BRAINSTORMING
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EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
DETAILED DESIGN TREND ANALYSIS: MINIMALISM

Investigation into current design trends will provide an insight into the functionality through lines, curvatures etc. Hence,
the investigation into minimalism as a viable foundation for this design development has been chosen. Large amounts of
plastic waste enters the environment, with studies suggesting that the bodies of 90% of seabirds contain plastic debris.
This terrible issue has inspired my development of my MDP to ensure a minimalism design of green and eco-friendly
sources of materials that are biodegradable. Further, minimalism prides off of an environment that has the simplest
perspective and use. This coincides with my MDP by creating a safe and simple environment for the elderly market and
more specifically, during oxygen therapy.

DESIGN TREND ANALYSIS: CLOSE-UP LOOK
Through use of ABS plastic in 3D designing, I will minimise waste during manufacturing by considering the cradle-tograve impact through the quantity of ABS used. I will take this design trend forward into the development of my design
ideas through its implementation of non-complex and easy to use products. With reference to the images above, the
soft flow of lines and compactability of shape while still executing a high functionality has inspired my MDP. In regards
to my elderly clientele, their lack of fine motor skills, weakness, stimulatory capabilities and memory loss require a simple
yet functional device. Hence, the minimalistic design trend I have chosen.
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DESIGN INSPIRATION - PATTERN & COLOURS: INTRODUCTION
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Colour and pattern play vital roles in the market and the success within the industry. Colour can sway thinking, change
actions, and cause reactions. When used in the right ways, colour can create a demand for a product or project. Similarly,
patterns offer visual clues to an underlying order. Patterns can be used as a template that will enable one to quickly
analyze a situation and understand how it works. The combination of correct colours and patterns depict graphics and
these graphics can be a template for my MDP, becoming a major selling point within my target market. The primary
colours within the wheel offer sensory motivation for up to 60-80 percent of customer demand. This heightens
demand and consumer interest for products that correctly use these colours. In regards to my MDP, I am researching
the contemporary and modernism movements as they implement similar styles of minimalism to thier design trends.
These trends use colours that are soft, monotone blues and browns that are aesthetically pleasing. Further, the patterns
I am considering combine soft, smooth textures with frictional and rough materials to combine aesthetics with safety.

PHYSICAL STIMULATIONS: PATTERNS/TEXTURES
Research into soft, textured and montone patterns has
allowed me to distinguish which patterns and materials
to involve within these patterns will ensure the highest
success within the industry. The patterns shown to the
right are the types of styles I am aiming for, the majority
use minimalistic shapes and textures which I hope to use
as inspiration for my MDP, they are eye catching but not
too provoking. Through analysis into the medical field,
I have identified that in elderly people, their stimulatory
senses decrease and pose safety risks to their lack of
environmental awareness. Hence, hospital gowns are
simplistic and are highly practical for the user that poses no
risk of injury and harm with its flow-like material.

CLINICAL DESIGN

CLEAN & SIMPLE

NEUTRAL
COLOURS

ONE PIECE

CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The understanding of cultural considerations is an
essential component for the success of my MDP.
I will take this forward by working with specific
pressure groups like the disabled community to
identify specific components that will maintain
a culturally acceptable product. Further, due to
my product being a wearable technology, by
conducting the appropriate secondary research
into cultural colours, I can ensure that my product
will not use colours like red (symbolic of death in
some cultures) or black (holds same connotations).

ANALYSIS OF PATTERNS: STIMULATORY IMPAIRMENT
These images sourced from Pinterest and google images, show other various patterns that can my implemented within
the design development of my MDP. More specifically, the images are sourced from the minimalistic design trend, the
inclusion of flowed and straight lines as well as soft textures and colours are a common dressware within my target
market. Investigation into clothing patterns shows how various fabrics can compliment specific designs and colours and
naturally creates an aesthetic look. Further, because I am focusing on wearable technologies and elderly people, these
textures and patterns provide physical and visual stimulation through complimenting colours. Hence, this can heighten
product awareness and success through matching my target markets demand.
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EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
COLOUR: ANALYSIS

Investigation into colour is a fundamental element within my MDP, although it doesn’t consider safety and functionality,
in order to maximise the success and useability of my product, developing the correct pallete for my product is essential
and will require research into which colours can best compliment my design and target market. The consideration of
age is also a factor into colours because psychologically, older people tend to lean towards montone and neutral colours. Overally, through analysing colour trends and interests within the target market, I have gathered a range of colour
palletes below from sources like Pinterest and good images. In order to choose the best and sufficient pallete, a primary
investigation should take place.

Montone, neutral and pastel colours have been a upcoming and popular colour trend during the pat few years, more
specifically the older market usually leans towards these types of colours. With reference to the colours above, there
is a range of blues, browns and yellows, the blues offer a tone of beige to create a more organic and natural aesthetic
rather than a fluorescent vibe. Further, the purples are neutral to add depth and shadow to objects without having a 2
dimensional design. I must consider all these colours within the palettes to a degree of open-mindedness, during the
idea generation, implementing a range of these pastel colours can offer insight into which colours compliment my MDP
project and hence the target markets interests.

VISUAL STIMULATION: COLOUR
With reference to my target market and criteria to evaluate
success, I will need to ensure an aesthetic device that
follows design trends while still being ergonomical. Through
investigation of colour trends, I have identified (through
design trend inspiration) that joining complimentary colours
can provide visual stimulation and heighten aesthetics for
the product and user. More specifically, in the image on the
right, the pairing of colours is essential and due to my target
market having a decrease of sensory capabilities, the need
for stimulation is essential, not only for their well-being but
for their safety. Hence, successfully pairing colours can
provide a visual stimulation, establishing environmental
awareness and lowering risk of injury.

ONGOING EVALUATION:
In this part of my MDP, I conducted an evidence of creativity, identifying the major elements and features that will
compliment and heighten the success of my MDP. Through investigating colours, patterns, graphics, materials and
more, I have been able to identify and pinpoint the crucial areas that I will apply to my MDP, relating to colour palettes,
eco-friendly materials and minimalistic patterns. I will take this forward as a reference to when I’m generating ideas and
linking the ideas to these aspects.

EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY

- Interested in Pursuing

INITIAL IDEA GENERATION:
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PROTOTYPE
INSPIRATION:
These developed prototypes incorporate the portability and
wearable technology element of my MDP. As you can see the 3D
printed belt provides an adjustable attachment and the object
on the right shows an example of an ergonomical shape that sits
against the waist.

ONGOING EVALUATION: PAGE 33 & 34
In this part of my MDP I have underwent concept sketching for the basis of my MDP. The conclusions I have drawn
from this is the implementations of different geometrical shapes to ensure a functional and aesthetic product. With
reference to page 33, I have concluded that designing for an attachability element is essential, this will be take n further
in my MDP through further concept drawings. Hence, on page 34, I concluded that through designing types of handles,
attachments and shapes there needs to be a universality of attachments to suit the broader target market. I will take this
forward in my MDP by offering different types of attachments and safety to the user.

EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
INITIAL IDEA GENERATION: DEVELOPED SKETCHES

SUMMARY:

Through continuous development of the device, the incorporation of
an ergonomical shape is essential for the wellbeing of the user and
mechanical components within the device. Through adding multiple
modes of carrying like a retractable handle, handbag-like features and
waist attachments, the product can satisfy the wider market whilst
incorporating a degree of difference.

CONSTANT EVALUATION:

Through this rapid idea generation it allowed me to create simple,
yet a detailed range of ideas from online and physical research. With
the selection of the most necessary and relevant trends, to identify
the correct shapes, line and other elements of design. Through
this evaluation I have developed different sketches and degree of
differences that I will take forward to ensure maximum ergonomics.
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CREATIVITY
DESIGN CONCEPT 1:

“I propose to design an innovative wearable technology
that gives the user a portable system to easily and quickly
retract any undesired length of oxygen tubing that can
eliminate the chances of a tripping hazard.”
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1

This image inspired my
designing as it encompasses the
ergonomical aspects of curves,
edges and directional lines.
Translating to an ergonomical and
safe to use design idea.

The hose reel, is a significant
inspiration for my design as
it utilises similar mechanical
components that can be
executed in my design ideas.

This screw has influenced my
design idea by considering types
of joining techniques. In this case,
threading, which allows for easy
inside access inside the product.

CONCEPT EVALUATION:

OXYGEN
OUTPUT
ATTACHMENT
CRITERIA CORRESPONDENCE RATING: 8.5/10

I have decided that I will be continuing with this design and conducting further development and sketching on this design.
Through consideration of my criteria to evaluate success, this product meet anthroprometric data and ergonomics
while balancing aesthetics through design trends in geometrical shapes. I really like the shape of the design as it offers
a compact and sturdy use while limiting discomfort for the user. In development I will focus on how the mechanics will
fit into the device and improve the overall screwing mechanism to allow for better inside access.

EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
DESIGN CONCEPT 2:

“I propose to design an innovative wearable technology
that gives the user a portable system to easily and quickly
retract any undesired length of oxygen tubing that can
eliminate the chances of a tripping hazard.”
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2.1

Another form of wearable
technology that utilises the
ergonomical aspects of wrist
accessibility. This will provide a
fast and effective use for the user.

This image involves a backpack
as a mode of carrying the
technology. This influenced my
design by considering different
modes of carrying.

The image allowed me to
understand different threadings
and clothing designs for my
design.

CONCEPT EVALUATION:							

CRITERIA CORRESPONDENCE RATING: 6/10

I have decided I will not be progressing with this design idea due to its impracticality of its wearability. Its vest-like design
will weigh down the user and cause more discomfort, further, the implementation of the product sewn onto the side
of the vest will cause the device to be less secure and will pose some safety risks. However, I do like its concept of
wearable technology as it is less reliant on the user to hold and/or attach the device. Overall, due to its impracticality it
will not suit the criteria to evaluate success and will not be going into further development.

EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
DESIGN CONCEPT 2: CONTINUED
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In regards to this design concept, I have developed a concept that implements clothing into the MDP,
creating a more ergonomical and seemless functionality. With reference to the page before, the main
focal point is of the ‘jacket’ that showcases how the product will be implemented into the clothing.
With reference to this current page, I have explored the concept in an exploded view, identifying the
main components of the product that will house the oxygen tubing.

2.2

A significant inspiration image
that utilises curves, lines, pattern
and texture. This influenced my
sketch to design an ergonomical
and aesthetic product.

The bottle utilises lines and
shape as an element of design to
offer an aesthetic and practical
element to its design. Thus,
influencing my cube-like design.

A colour pallete in order to satisfy
the neutral and soft aesthetic
elements of the design ideas.

CONCEPT EVALUATION:

OXYGEN
OUTPUT
ATTACHMENT
CRITERIA CORRESPONDENCE RATING: 6/10

This sketch is a continuation of page 39, this exploded view of the device offers a more in-depth look. I will not be
continuing this design, its rectangular structure will post safety risks for the user as the cornered edges may injure them.
Its sharp edges also will also cause rips in the fabric, causing the device to lose its sturdiness and security. However, its
implementation of geometrical shapes suits part of the criteria to evaluate success, hence the correspondence rating.
Overall, due to the combined design of the vest and device I will not be continuing the product in development.

EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
DESIGN CONCEPT 3:

“I propose to design an innovative wearable technology
that gives the user a portable system to easily and quickly
retract any undesired length of oxygen tubing that can
eliminate the chances of a tripping hazard.”
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3

Inspired by its joining mechanism
of a screw-lid, this has influenced
my design to incorporate similar
features in its accessibility
features.

This image has influenced
my design processing by
implementing similar mechanical
features like a wheel to rotate the
oxygen tubing.

This curved design has inspired
my sketch to be slightly bulbous
and not posing significant
pressure on the waist of the user.

CONCEPT EVALUATION:

OXYGEN
OUTPUT
ATTACHMENT
CRITERIA CORRESPONDENCE RATING: 6.5/10

I have decided that I will not be proceeding with this design concept due to the safety risks it imposes with its shape.
The bulbous shape will cause the device to bulge out creating an obstacle for the user. Hence to minimise the risk
of catching on objects, the user will need to be aware of their surroundings making it more complex for their lifestyle.
However, the implementation of a retractable handle is essential to the users portability and satisfies the criteria
to evaluate success. Overall, although it is not a sufficient design shape, I will consider developing a handle to be
implemented in the final product.
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EVIDENCE OF
CREATIVITY
CARDBOARD MODEL PROTOTYPING:
PROTOTYPE V1

PROTOTYPE V2

PROTOTYPE V3

APPLICATION OF CONCLUSIONS
The ergonomically designed shape and
curvatures will provide a seemless fit with
the user and cater for the oxygen tubing.

This circular designed object satisfies
the functionality of the MDP, providing
a large amount of oxygen tubing to be
retracted and extended at lengths.

The cube-like shape has been designed
to mould to the persons waist. However,
its shape does not aid to the functionality
of holding a wheel of oxygen tubing.

SPECIFIC PROGRESSION: MAIN BODY COMPONENTS
PROTOTYPE V4
I made an initial
CAD concept.
This component
is too small and
will not house
the mechanics.

PROTOTYPE V5
I increased the
dimensions
but realised
it will not be
functional for the
user because it
didn’t fit the 3-5
metres of tubing.

PROTOTYPE V6
Inspiration from
the omega
symbol. This
concept contains
the mechanics
but is too
squared.

APPLICATION OF CONCLUSIONS
I will use FUSION 360 to redesign and
‘scale’ the dimensions of this concepts to
identify if its is a suitable shape.

Using FUSION 360, I will be redesigning
the shape as it is not suitable. Taking
inspiration from various sources and
existing products.

I will further this concept to be more
curved and suited to the persons body
proportions. The sharp edge design may
pose some safety hazards for the client.

PROTOTYPE V7

PROTOTYPE V8

PROTOTYPE V9

APPLICATION OF CONCLUSIONS
This device provides a great insight into
different joining techniques. Using a
screwing mechanism and lock and key
fit. Although the shape is not ergonomical for the user, the use of joining
techniques can be used for safety.

Further development is required
however, the shape is highly ergonomical
and will be used for the final design
solution. It is able to contain the
mechanics and provides multiple modes
of carrying.

This prototype provides an
understanding into the curvature and
shape of my MDP. The added storage
compartments and screw-joinings,
is able to satisfy parts of the design
specifications and will be taken forward.

